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2 (Burgreen) The Barrett MRAD upper is a monolithic
rail system with a free floated ___ inside
4 (Segel) Vickers Sangster Mount consisted of two
components: the main ___ and clamp assembly and
the leg holding clamp bracket
7 Magnum Research Incorporated (abbr)
8 (Bartocci) Custom built rifles from hand selected,
preferred parts are often referred to as ___ rifles
10 (Bruce) Richard Fiedler's Flammenwerfer consisted
of a single large, heavy tank carried like a backpack,
containing both flammable ___ and pressurized
propellant
12 (Iannamico) The inspiration for the MAX-10/9 and
MAX-10/45 Mk2 design originated from the Lage
MAX-11S ___
14 (Ficaretta/Reeves) In 18 U.S.C. Chapter 40 the term
“explosive materials” is defined to mean explosives,
blasting agents, and ___
15 (Choat) The Windham Weaponry.308 SRC barrel
has a 1 in 10 ___ rate
17 Albany Rifle and Pistol Club (abbr)
18 (Lake) The Avtomat Nikonova-94 muzzle is fitted
with a strange looking brake, 3 ports; a single small
port at the 1 o’clock position of the first chamber and
two small cuts just at the ___
19 Special Purpose Individual Weapon (abbr)
20 (Campbell) The Daniel Defense AR-15 Rifle is a
standard design AR-15 with ___ impingement
system
21 Ultra Long Range (abbr)

1 (Hausman) California Penal Code Section 26820
prohibiting firearms dealers from displaying on-site
___ advertisements
3 (Choat) The SIG-Sauer SB15 pistol stabilizing brace
used on the SAM7K-03 sits on the ___ extension
5 (Wyant) The initial design of the beanbag consisted
of a square Cordura bag filled with #9 lead shot;
dubbed the “___” round as it sat rolled in the shot
shell
6 (Stevens) The AAI company, one of 4 contenders in
the SPIW programs originated the concept of the
___
7 (Folloder) 922(o) (commonly referred to as the
Hughes Amendment) is legislation that capped the
number of fully transferable ___ guns at today’s
current total of around 182,000 weapons
9 (Erenfeicht) The wz.38M SLR is a semiautomatic,
gas-operated weapon with a ___-___ bolt, fed from a
10-round fixed internal magazine
11 (Burgreen) 1st and 2nd Generation Glocks were built
with two pin frames with all subsequent models using
a ___ pin frame
13 (Bartocci) Heckler & Koch VP9 Pistol; VP is an
abbreviation for Volkspistole or ___ Pistol
16 (Segel) Hiram Stevens ___ was the inventor of the
world’s first fully automatic machine gun; and was
the nephew of Hudson ___, an inventor of explosives
and ballistic propellants
19 Sight Ready Carbine (abbr)

